Art in the Capitol

Student art in the halls of the Capitol has been a highlight for our governors, legislators, Alaskans and tourists since 1988. *Art in the Capitol* displays quality artwork by Alaskan elementary, middle and high school students from across the state using varied techniques representing their diverse experiences.

This is your opportunity to reserve a gallery panel (multiple pieces of flat artwork to be displayed on a solid, non-porous 4’ x 4’ white background) or the display cabinet for three dimensional pieces (two sides three glass shelves per side, approximately 6” x 4’ per shelf) for a month during the fall (September-December), one of the legislative session months (January-April), or for four months during the summer tourist season (May-August). Flat artwork should be made as lightweight as possible as it will be mounted from the back using tape.

Student art will be displayed on a reserved-space basis. **Now is the time to sign up.** Initially, responders will be allocated one or two panels or the display case. If there is space available, we will be happy to accommodate you for more panels. If a school submits artwork without reserving space, we will make every attempt to display it if and when there is space. To be assured of a panel, please sign up as soon as possible.

Legislative Affairs Information & Teleconferencing section maintains the calendar, displays the pieces, provides a certificate of recognition acknowledging that the artwork was displayed in the Capitol, and returns the artwork. The artwork is displayed on our website at http://w3.legis.state.ak.us/students/students.php.

We are anticipating yet another year filled with innovative artwork from Alaskan schools. Thanks for your interest in the *Art in the Capitol* project!